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The world premiere of Charley Evon Simpson’s Jump at Playmakers Repertory Company 

takes an ambitious leap that fails to land. This new work explores loss, grief, and unease through the 

stories of sisters Fay and Judy, their nameless father, and Hopkins, Fay’s unlikely friend she meets 

up on a bridge. The stories revolve around the city’s imposing, ambiguous bridge. As printed in the 

program, the bridge is: “a city with a bridge that goes over a gorge / a bridge that people like to 

linger on / a bridge that makes people nervous” Scenic designer Alexis Distler’s looming grey bridge 

does just that. The production begins with a prolonged moment of near-silence as we watch Fay 

vaping on the bridge in the night. From this moment, the sense of unease begins. This is perhaps 

Jump’s greatest achievement. There is a constant, slow-burning unease that plagues every scene, every 

interaction. Distler’s set is interposed and dyspeptic. Bridges themselves represent the liminal, 

creating an instant uprootedness, and the perspective of this bridge turned the audience to water, a 

constantly moving body. Beyond the large looming chunk of bridge resting precariously upstage, the 

more mundane set of Fay and Judy’s childhood home emphasizes that lack of comfort. The stage is 

cluttered with U-Haul boxes. They surround each room and serve as barriers between rooms as well 

between the home and the audience. We feel, from the sheer number of these boxes alone, a sense 

of floating uncertainty. Sinan Zafar’s sound design feels similarly restless, looming. This is all paired 

with unorthodox story structures on the part of Simpson. Time and reality are heavily tinkered with- 

there’s not much we can trust. Any notion of stability is lost. These elements all effectively fit 

together to parallel Fay’s unsettled mental state as she processes her mother’s death, her sister’s 

unexpected suicide, her father’s alcoholism, and her own perception of her role in all of it. We’re left 



to wonder what drives someone to the bridge. But more importantly, what keeps someone from 

jumping? It is from this uncertainty that Jump gets its power.  

However, some elements muffle that power’s intensity. An occasional lack of clarity in 

Simpson’s writing and White’s direction muddle the message. For example, what should have been 

the most compelling moment in the play, the reveal that Judy’s actually dead, didn’t pack the M. 

Night Shyamalan level punch it could have. The reveal came so out of nowhere that the audience 

furrowed their brows in confusion rather than gasping from an earned surprise. Pacing was this 

production’s enemy from the start. The first 20 minutes felt slow and drawn-out, making those early 

scenes difficult to engage while important details on these characters and their relationships are 

supposed to be established.  

In its current early state, it is a script written to address a particular topic, rather than a 

character-driven story from which the topic of mental health prominently but organically bubbles. 

This discouraged me from becoming fully invested in the characters and moments that could have 

been powerful were unpleasantly didactic- such as Judy’s short monologue on how “we all say we’re 

fine” up on the bridge. The production sometimes felt vacuous and unfocused, making the 

aforementioned achievement of unease become static. Once the unease is created, what can the 

production do with it? Where can the artists take the audience’s anxiousness? The play’s resolution 

needs to dynamically transform the unease into something that will force us to deeply consider the 

fascinating questions the story holds. As is, they just fall away. 

This does not discount the cultural importance of this work. A story on mental health within 

a black family is an important story for theatre artists to tell. It represents a externally casual but 

contemporary and consuming struggle that many experience but not enough discuss. By drawing 



from her identity and lived experience and prescribing this story to a black family, the work feels 

meaningful, relevant, urgent and perhaps even seminal. The play is worth investing in, and I’m glad 

PlayMakers has produced it. As a disclaimer, my own interpretation of the work comes from a lack 

of the lived experience the show highlights, so I fully acknowledge the work may not be for me and 

for this reason there may be elements that I missed. 

Despite the lack of a clean landing, Jump’s ambitious leap gives it promise. If it’s able to 

couple clarity with it’s ambition, Charley Evon Simpson could have an exciting, innovative play that 

uproots an audience’s perception of mental wellness and engages their own relationship to the 

freakishly alluring edge of a bridge. 


